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001-General Information 
----------------------------------------------------------- 

This is a walkthrough for the Nintendo Entertainment System 
(NES) game called Jungle Book.  It was one of my favorite 
movies.  You can contact me at ilovecartoonssomuch@yahoo.com, 
but make the subject "Jungle Book" or none at all, or else 
I won't answer (I get a lot of spam).  If you want to use 
part of this FAQ for something, please contact me at the 
address above, and I'll let you.  Otherwise, you'll be 
breaking some law.  Hope you enjoy this game! 

002-Story 
----------------------------------------------------------- 

A boy named Mowgli is lost in the jungle.  He needs to go 
back to the man village!  If you want more on the story, 
just rent the movie, or e-mail me. 

003a-Level One 
----------------------------------------------------------- 



Mowgli begins his journey through the jungle to find the 
man village. 

This is simple to start you out with.  Go down the slope, 
and stop before the tree roots.  A young rhino runs at you, 
but turns at the tree and goes right.  After he runs right 
for a while, he runs left right back at you.  Press down to 
squat, and when the rhino comes near, press B to throw a 
banana at it.  Three hits kills the rhino, and it leaves 
you some grapes. 

To the left of the tree, you'll notice a vine hangs down. 
Stand under the vine, and press A to jump up to it.  Climb 
up the vine, and kill the monkey up here with three bananas. 

Jump off the tree to the right.  Press B to get running (like 
in Super Mario Bros.).  Use a running jump to clear the big 
gap and land near the catapult. 

You know how to work a catapult, right?  Jump onto the portion 
that isn't rock, and you end up being flung high.  Press left 
while being thrown so you land on the highest branch.  Quickly 
squat and kill the monkey to your left, and he leaves you 
a mask.  Jump off the monkey's branch to the left.  You'll land 
on another branch.  Kill the monkey here, and jump off to the 
vine to your left.  Climb up the vine, and you get an extra 
life, not to mention a jewel.  You need to get every jewel 
on this level to beat this level (the number of jewels left 
is on the subscreen). 

Fall down here, go right to the catapult and jump on it again, 
while holding left.  Fall down and to the left off of the branch 
a monkey was on to land on a brach with a jewel. 

Jump off this branch to the right.  You'll land on normal 
ground.  Walk right across it to reach a clock, which 
will give you more time. 

Walk right off the cliff.  You'll land near the base of a 
tree.  Jump and climb up the vine (be careful that you don't 
jump onto the vine and start swinging on it).  Climb up the 
vine to the exact height the monkey is at.  Kill him with 
bananas then drop off the vine and get the grapes (which you 
couldn't get because of the monkey). 

Walk right up here.  A purple snake (whoever made this game 
must really like the color purple) shoots stuff at you, but 
because you're on a hill, his first three shots miss, which 
gives you the perfect opportunity to kill him.  Do so. 

Keep walking up the hill, and jump onto the other slope. 
Go down it and you'll reach another tree with a monkey in it. 
This monkey drops coconuts on the ground, which break in half 
and each half goes either left or right.  Using jumping 
(to get over the halves) and timing (so the coconut doesn't 
land on you) go to the right past the monkey.  The coconuts 
can't hit you when you go past the hill. 

At this hill, don't go up.  Walk right, and get the boomerang 
and jewel.  The boomerang is helpful because it means you 



shoot boomerangs instead of bananas.  Go left here, and 
jump up the hill. 

At the first vine you see, jump onto it and climb up.  This 
vine will be on the slope, so don't miss it and take another 
vine.  It's left of the flower, just so you know. 

When you find the vine, climb up it.  Grab the banana, and 
jump up and to the left to get the mask.  Jump left off of 
this branch to land on a branch on another tree (you should 
land a vine as well).  If you don't land on the vine, climb up 
the vine.  Jump off it to the left (try to reach the vine). 
If you don't, you land on a branch.  Climb up the vine, and 
you're on a branch with another jewel. Get it, which means 
you only have six more jewels left to find.  Fall off the 
branch to the left. 

You land in a place you've already been in before.  Go right 
up the hill, onto the other hill, past the monkey with the 
coconuts, and up the hill. Bascially, go to where you were 
before you climbed up the vine I described in the paragraph 
that started with "At this vine". 

At the top of this hill, stop.  Squat down here and shoot 
boomerangs to the right, which will kill the rhino that runs 
by here when he comes.  The rhino leaves a clock, which gives 
you more time on the clock. 

Go right, and fall off the cliff.  Don't worry about dying 
because you land on normal ground.  You'll land on a slope, 
and walk right, but stay on the slope. 

If you're low on life (as told by the heart on the subscreen), 
go right here, kill the snake, and get the grapes he leaves. 

In any case, a rhino runs by, but doesn't climb up the slope. 
He hits you if you're not on the slope.  When he's gone, 
jump left onto the area he runs in.  Try to land on him if 
he comes when you're there, because that kills him. 

Here, jump onto the platform for another jewel (five more!), 
and onto the other platform (grapes refill your life) and jump 
once more to land on the place you were before.  Go right 
here, but this time jump onto the vine instead of falling 
off the cliff. 

Climb up the vine and go left.  Get the jewel (four more!) 
and jump left onto the branch next to you.  Kill the monkey 
here for a mask.  Using your jumping skills, jump and shoot 
boomerangs to the right to kill the monkey on the branch 
above.  Now go on the branch to the right without fear. 

There's a vine to the right here, but also a bunch of bees 
(From the song Baloo sings).  When the bees aren't near 
the vine, jump onto it and climb up quickly because the 
bees may be back soon. 

Here's a tricky thing.  Jump off to the right and land on a 
vine.  Go to the bottom of the vine.  Using Tarzan-like 
skills, swing from vine to vine, and if you fall, well, 



you die.  Press right and A, don't forget it. 

Luckily for you, there's only three vines.  You land on a 
platform with a clock (Grab it), and walk right.  This is 
the end of the level, but you didn't get all the jewels. 
Well, get the jewel here, which leaves three more. 

Walk left off the cliff, but as soon as you do, IMMEDIATELY 
press right, and you land on a platform far below.  If you 
do not, you die.  A horrible death too. 

Jump onto the platforms here, and collect the two jewels. 
You got all the jewels!  Good job!  You beat the level! 
A vulture comes to pick you up (the vulture from the movie). 

003b-Level Two 
----------------------------------------------------------- 

Mowgli reaches the tree where he meets Kaa the snake.  You 
need ten jewels. 

Something to look out for: there are faulty branches.  Parts 
of the branches will fall off if you walk on them, taking 
you with them.  While I can't say that this is incredibly 
original, it is a pain in the...butt. 

Head right here.  Jump over the snake (you can't hurt it). 
Part of the branch here is a falling branch.  You can tell 
which part it is by the black outline that is on the branch, 
not outside it (hence, out-line).  Past the falling branch, 
just walk right to get a jewel.  You need nine more. 

Go left back to the flower, jumping over the falling branch 
and the snake.  Left past the flower, there is a jewel to 
the left.  However, there's also a falling branch.  Jump over 
the branch to get the jewel (Eight more).  Jump onto the vine 
here, and climb up, but not all the way. 

If you don't climb up all the way, you'll see a hedgehog 
(porcupine?) roll past.  Once he passes, finish climbing up. 
If you didn't stop, you end up hitting him.  Go right, and 
jump over the hedgehog when he rolls back left.  Jump onto 
branch above you here. 

You'll see a door-like thing in the tree.  Ignore it for 
now.  Using your jumping skills, jump up and kill the 
coconut monkey in the tree.  Now walk right past where the 
monkey was.  Walk right here, and get the grapes which heal 
any life.  Walk right off the branch, and still head right. 
You'll reach a jewel, which leaves seven more.  Go back to 
the door in the tree. 

At the door, press up.  This is, for some reason, the standard 
way how you enter doors in all NES games I've played.  You 
end up at the very top of the tree.  Here, go right.  Jump 
over the hedgehog, and get the jewel here.  This makes six 
more.

Go left, jumping off the hedgehog.  Jump left off the branch, 
and you land on another branch, in easy reach of another jewel. 



Get it to make five.  Fall off the branch here to the left. 
You land on another branch, with an extra life and a jewel. 
This makes four jewels left.  Fall off this branch to the 
right. 

Okay, you land on a branch you were on before.  Go to the 
right, and reach the door in the tree.  Enter it to get to 
the door at the top of this level.  Fall off this branch to 
the left.  Jump right over the hedgehog, and enter the door 
in the tree here. 

You get taken to a new highest level in the tree.  Go left, 
jumping over the snake.  Kill the coconut monkey, and keep 
going left to get another jewel (beware of the fallling 
branch here).  You need three more jewels. 

Here, go right, jumping over the snake, to the right part of 
the branch you're on.  The very right part of it is a falling 
branch, so avoid it.  Jump off the the right, and try to 
grab the vine that hangs down from the tree.  It's not one 
of the long vines that hangs vertically, it's a vine that 
hangs off in more of a U fashion.  Much easier to grab. 
Pressing right, you'll climb the vine to the right. 

After the two U vines, there's a normal vine (more of an I). 
Jump onto it and climb up.  On here is a snake and some bees. 
Jump over the snake, but don't jump into the bees.  Jump off 
this branch to the left onto more U vines. 

Climb as far right on the U vines as you can go.  Jump right 
off of it onto another vine.  Climb up it, and walk left, but 
not off the branch.  Kill the monkey here, and it leaves a 
well-needed clock.  Now jump off this branch to the left. 

You reach a platform with a flower and a jewel.  Get the 
jewel, and now you only need two more.  In case you're 
wondering what's up with the flowers, if you die, you restart 
the level at the flower you last reached.  Jump off this branch 
to the left. 

You land on a branch with a snake and bees.  Jump over the 
snake (don't jump into the bees), and go left.  Get the 
grapes here if you need them.  If not, jump onto the vine 
that the bees fly near.  Climb up it, but don't hit the 
bees.  As soon as you reach the top, you should jump to 
avoid the snake here. 

Go to the left of this branch, and jump up.  Go right, and 
get the flower.  On this branch is a spitting snake.  It 
will hit you if you don't jump.  Kill the snake as fast as 
possible.  Lucky for you, it leaves some grapes. 

Jump off this branch to the right.  Another spitting snake is 
here, but this one is much easier to kill.  Kill it for a 
clock, which you probably need.  Go right here, and jump onto 
the higher branch.  Kill the monkey for a mask.  Walk right 
to get the ninth jewel, which means you only need one more. 

Jump off this branch to the left.  You land on another 
branch.  It has a jewel on it.  Get this jewel, which is the 



last one.  Way to go, you got every jewel!  But...hey...why 
aren't you done with the level?  You'll find out...get the 
flower here and kill the monkey.  He leaves grapes, which 
are to heal your life. 

Grab the grapes and jump up.  Walk right a little bit, and 
jump up to the branch above.  Go left and kill the stupid 
monkey here.  It leaves you some sort of key, which gives 
you many, many points.  Fall off the branch to the right to 
reach the boss of this level, Kaa the snake. 

There are four places where Kaa appears.  He appears on the 
bottom, the top, and in the two gaps between his body, which 
is wrapped around the tree.  When he pops out, he'll focus his 
eyes and shoot a hypnotic thing at you, which hurts. 

Using the branches to the left, you can hit Kaa at every level. 
There are two ways to hit him, with a boomerang, or you can 
jump on top of him.  Jump on top of him when he is at the 
lower two levels, and shoot bananas when he is at the higher 
two levels.  If you jump on him, he'll go away before 
shooting a hypnotic thing, which is very good for you. 

I reccomend staying on the bottom branch.  That way, Kaa 
will not attack from the upper branch because you can't see 
it.  The second to highest branch will then be the only 
branch that he can attack you with the hypnotic thing 
from.  This means that you can jump on him 2/3 of the time, 
and only be attacked 1/3 of the time.  That makes it much 
simpler. 

Eventually, you'll kill Kaa.  It takes a long time, but you 
can do it.  Once he's dead, you get taken to the bonus 
screen, where you are given bonuses for time and jewels. 
And that strange thing you got earlier?  It's a shovel. 
Mowgli uses the shovel to dig, and you get taken to a 
secret bonus level!  Ooooh, so cool! 

003c-Level Three 
----------------------------------------------------------- 

Colonel Hathi and the Dawn Patrol help the man cub through 
the jungle.  In this level, you have fifteen jewels to collect. 

Using your jumping skills, kill the bird that is flying 
around here.  Jump up and to the left onto a U vine.  Climb 
it to the right, and jump of it to the right.  You'll land 
on another U vine.  Climb to the left, and jump off the U 
vine to the left.  You land on a branch with a jewel.  Get 
the jewel.  Jump off this branch up and to the left, to 
reach another branch with a jewel.  This leaves thirteen 
jewels left. 

Lucky for you, this is as high as the level gets.  Go right 
onto a branch.  See the U vines below?  Stand where the two 
U's meet.  Now kill the monkey to the right, and have no 
fear because if you're on the spot where the U vines connect, 
he can't hurt you.  Once the monkey is dead, jump onto his 
branch. 



Jump off this branch to the right.  Squat and kill the monkey 
here.  He leaves some grapes, which you should need.  Jump 
off this branch onto the U vine you see at the top of the screen. 

On the U vine, climb right.  There are three U vines.  At 
the third one, a normal vine is right of it.  Unofortunately 
for you, a bird is flying there.  Position yourself on the 
U vine and kill the bird. 

Once the stupid bird is dead, jump off the U vine to the 
normal vine.  Swing off it to the right, onto another U 
vine.  Jump off this U vine onto a branch with a jewel on 
it.  Twelve more to go. 

Now, here you do something that seems stupid, but I promise 
you that it is good.  Jump back left onto the U vine.  Jump 
off it onto the normal vine.  Jump off the normal vine to the 
U vine to the left of it.  Go as far right as you can on the  
U vine.  Press A to jump, but fall straight down. 

You land on a small platform with a jewel.  Grab it to leave 
eleven more to go. 

Now you need to go right.  See the elephants at the bottom 
of the screen.  Jump on an elephant's back and ride it right. 
At times, every elephant will raise its trunk and shoot 
something to the left.  This means that they're attacking 
you (some help!).  Jump if they attack, and at the first 
platform you can jump on, leave the elephants. 

On this platform get the flower.  Kill the bees here, and 
climb up the vine.  Don't go up all the way, though.  A snake 
is at the top, and climb to the top when he is not there. 
Quickly jump off to the right as fast as you can.  You land 
on a branch with a jewel.  Get it to make ten left. 

Stand on the branch, but on the part close to the left.  Kill 
the monkey to the right, and if you're on the left part, he 
can't hurt you.  He leaves grapes.  Jump off this branch to 
the right.  Get the mask and kill the bees to the right. 
Jump off this branch to the left onto the vine. 

Climb down the vine, and get the jewel here.  You need nine 
more.  Use elephants to go right, and jump onto the first 
platform you can. 

On this platform, go near the rightmost edge.  Press up to 
look up.  See the vine?  Jump onto the vine and climb up it. 
If you didn't kill the bees, then they would attack you right 
now.  Climb to the top of the vine. 

At the top, kill the bird to the right.  Jump onto the vine, 
and swing right onto a tree branch.  This branch has a snake 
and a vine coming down off of it.  Climb down the vine, but 
jump off it to the right.  Activate the flower here and grab 
the jewel.  You need eight more. 

Jump back to the vine and climb up.  Jump over the snake to 
the right, onto a normal vine.  Swing off it to the right onto 
a U vine.  Climb the U vine all the way to the right, and 



jump off to the right onto the branch.  Grab the jewel here 
and you need seven more. 

Jump onto the branch to your right.  Grab the grapes here. 
Stand on the very rightmost tip of this branch, squat, and 
kill the monkey to our right.  Now jump right onto the branch 
that the monkey was on.  Jump off this branch to the right 
onto a U vine.  Climb the U vine right and jump off it to 
the right.  Quickly kill the monkey here. 

Start climbing down the vine here.  Avoid the bird, and jump 
off the vine a little to the left.  You'll land on a platform 
with a jewel.  Grab it to leave six more. 

Jump back onto the vine and climb up, while still avoiding 
the bird.  Climb onto the branch.  Jump off it to the right 
onto a normal vine.  Swing right off it onto another normal 
vine.  Swing right off this vine onto the last norma vine, 
swing off it onto a branch with an extra life. 

Jump left off this branch onto a platform.  At the very left 
of the platform is another jewel, which leaves five more. 
Go back right up the slope and kill the rhino for some grapes. 
Jump onto the branch where you got the extra life. 

Jump off this branch to the left onto a vine.  Swing off this 
vine to the right onto a branch with a monkey.  Kill the 
monkey for more boomerangs. 

Jump off this branch to the right onto a bunch of U vines. 
At the last U vine is a bird.  Jump off this vine to the 
right, while not hitting the bird.  You land on a branch with 
a jewel.  That leaves four more.  Fall off this branch to 
the right.  Grab the jewel here.  Three more. 

Using B, do a running jump left onto the branch.  DO another 
running jump right off of it to reach a normal vine near 
a bird.  While avoiding the bird, swing off the vine to the 
right.  Kill the monkey to your right (it's probably easier 
to jump on him).  Now jump off the monkey's branch to the 
right, onto a branch with another jewel.  Two more. 

Climb down the vine here, and jump off to the left.  Kill 
the rhino to the right here, and he leaves another shovel 
that will take you to a different bonus level. 

Do a running jump right off this platform.  You land on a 
platform with a jewel.  This leaves only one more jewel 
left.  Jump right off this platform onto an elephant, who 
have stopped moving for some reason.  Jump right off this 
elephant to land on another platform with the last jewel. 

003d-Level Four 
----------------------------------------------------------- 

Mowgli makes his way down a dangerous river where he will 
meet Baloo.  You only need ten jewels on this level. 

You start off on a rock in the river.  Wait for the fish to 
the left of you to finish jumping, and then do a running jump 



left, landing on the turtle's back.  Stand as far to the left 
as you can on the turtle's back and then squat.  The turtle 
takes you by some bees (they hit you if you don't squat), 
and you should jump  when the turtle goes as far left as 
possible (you hit the bees if you didn't stand on the left 
part of the turtle's back. 

Grab the grapes, and jump up and to the right onto the vine. 
Climb up the vine and kill the monkey to your left.  He leaves 
some nuts.  Do a running jump right onto the vine there. 
Climb up that vine, and kill the monkey and the bird. 

Jump up onto the vine at the top of the screen.  Swing off 
it to the left, onto a bunch of U vines.  Climb left across 
the U vines, and jump left off the last one to land on a 
tree branch with a diamond.  This leaves nine more. 

Climb back right across the U vines to the normal vine.  Drop 
down off of it, and fall to the right of the branch you land 
on.  You end up in the area you started in.  Look down to the 
right.  See the fish in the water?  You can jump on top of 
a fish, but as soon as you do, it submerges.  Jump from 
fish to fish to the right, and go onto the first platform 
that you can. 

Quickly jump up to the right onto the platform there.  Now 
kill the frog to your left at your lesiure.  After it's dead, 
jump onto the vine hanging from the tree.  Climb up it, and 
kill the monkey.  Jump onto the U vines above and climb them 
to the left.  At the last one, jump off it onto the normal 
vine.  Climb up this vine. 

Run right here.  You'll grab a mask and a jewel here (eight 
more).  If you didn't run, you'll be hit by a coconut monkey. 
Fall down through the gap between the two branches.  When you 
land on the ground, go left onto the platform that the frog 
was on.  Jump right off it onto a fish in the water, and jump 
right off it onto a turtle. 

The turtle takes you right, and jump right off it onto the 
first, and only, platform you can.  This platform has a 
jewel (seven more).  Jump off it onto the alligator to your 
right.  The alligator gives you a ride right, but at times 
he opens his mouth to chomp you.  Jump most of the time to 
avoid this.  At the first opportunity, jump right onto the 
platform there. 

Get the extra life, and jump right.  Get the grapes and jump 
up again.  Now run left up this slope here to get a jewel 
(six more!) and a clock.  Go back to the slope and don't 
move at all. 

Since you don't move, Mowgli will slide down the slope.  He 
falls off the edge into the water and dies.  Just kidding. 
He lands on a turtle.  Ride the turtle right.  He takes you 
to a platform with two jumping fish.  Using timing, jump onto 
the fish platform and onto the platform right of it. 

Jump onto the vine to the right of the tree.  Climb up it, 
and look out for the snake on the branch.  Jump left off 



the branch onto a U vine.  Climb the U vines left, and jump 
left off them onto a normal vine (didn't you already do that 
before in this level?).  Climb up the vine, and kill the bird 
to your right.  Grab the clock and the jewel.  Five more. 

Jump right off this branch onto the branch with the snake 
you were on before.  Jump right off this onto a U vine.  Climb 
the U vines as far right as possible.  Now jump right off of 
them onto the branch with the monkey.  Kill the monkey, and 
jump up and to the left.  Grab the grapes and the jewel 
here.  Four more. 

Fall onto the branch to you right.  Now fall onto the branch 
to your left.  Get the mask and climb down the vine.  Swing 
off to your right, and get the jewel.  Three more.  Climb back 
up the vine. 

Jump onto the U vine above you, and swing onto the branch to 
the right.  Jump off this branch to the right, and grab hold 
of the U vine.  Climb the U vine all the way right.  Jump 
off it to the right (hold onto the right button the entire 
time).  You land on a platform with a frog.  Kill the frog 
as fast as you can and jump onto the vine that is to the 
right of the frog. 

Climb up the vine and kill the monkey.  Climb up the vine here 
and kill the monkey there.  Jump onto the branch to your right 
and get the jewel.  Two more.  Now land on the ground below you. 
Walk right and get the jewel at the end off the slope.  One 
more.

Slide off the slope, and you land on a fish.  Jump from fish 
to fish right, and land on the first platform you can. 

An alligator is in the water to the right of you.  Jump on 
him and ride him right (remember to jump to avoid his teeth). 
Jump onto the platform there and grab the clock.  Walk right 
up the slope. 

Grab the vine that above you on the slope.  Climb up it. 
Jump onto the branch to your left (it has a snake).  Grab the 
jewel there (that's the last one!), and fall down through the 
gap between the trees. 

Fall onto the platform left of you.  To the right will be a 
turtle.  Ride it right, and jump onto the platform there. 
Jump from fish to fish right, and you reach the platform 
with Baloo. 

Wait a second...Baloo is a good guy!  Why is he an enemy here? 
I have no clue.  He dances and jumps, but when he jumps the 
ground shakes.  When the ground shakes, the fish submerge. 
There's three attacks. 

In the first attack, the fish on the left enters the water. 
The middle fish enters and the first fish comes back out. 
The middle fish comes out and the last fish enters.  The 
last fish will then come out. 

The second and third attacks are the same.  Baloo jumps 



and the two outside fish submerge.  A turtle or an 
alligator swims left.  Jump on the turtle/aliigator as 
the fish submerges, and back onto it as the fish 
reappears.

Use your best jumping skills to not drown, and make 
sure to shoot Baloo while jumping (he's big and you 
can hit him twice in one jump). 

After you kill your good buddy, you pass the level. 

003e-Level Five 
----------------------------------------------------------- 

Baloo helps the man cub finish his journey along the river. 
You need ten jewels for this level. 

Since there's nothing else you can do, jump on Baloo.  Baloo 
decided to become good for some reason, and floats down the 
river.  Ride him right.  Fish will jump out of the water 
constantly.  You can tell where they will come out next from 
the bubbles in the water.  Use this to avoid the fish.  Or, 
you can do what I did, and stand on Baloo's head.  No fish 
hurts you while you're on his head. 

The first platform you can jump on has nuts.  Grab the nuts 
and duck (a bird flies around here).  Now kill the monkey 
that is far to your right.  Once it's dead, land back on 
Baloo. 

During this stretch, a bunch of birds fly at you.  If you 
didn't kill the monkey, he throws coconuts at you here, too. 
Jump constantly to avoid being hit by birds.  You can land on 
the birds to kill them, but sometimes this doesn't work (I 
don't know why). 

The next platform you can land on has grapes.  Grab them, but 
don't stay still because a fish jumps at you here.  Land on 
Baloo as soon as you can.  Ride him right.  Avoid the birds 
here, and maybe laugh as Baloo is injured by the fish in 
the sea.  However, don't be on Baloo when he gets hurt or 
he shares the pain. 

The next platform you can jump on has grapes.  Avoid the birds 
here and land on Baloo again after he gets hit by a hippo. 
You'll see the hippos here coming, so make sure not to be on 
Baloo when they hit.  More importantly, this is as far as the 
level goes.  Kill the frog that is to the right, and when 
Baloo is close, jump onto the platform the frog was on.  Grab 
the jewel.  Nine more. 

Jump onto the platform above.  I recommend jumping onto the 
highest platform and getting the flower if you think you 
could die.  After (not) getting the flower, go left onto the 
platform that leads left.  Stop when you reach the top part 
of the slope. 

A rhino runs near and hits you if you didn't stop soon enough. 
Kill it and continue left.  Jump onto the platform to your 
left, but don't head up the slope.  Kill the rhino that comes 



close and climb up the slope then.  Do a running jump left off 
of this platform. 

Jump onto the platform to your left.  Go left and beware of 
the hedgehog here.  Fall off this platform to your left, 
and grab the jewel.  Eight more.  If you need some more life, 
grab the grapes on the platform left of you. 

Jump back on the platform you fell off of, and jump onto the 
platform above it.  Climb up the slope, but watch out for a 
hedgehog.  Jump onto the vine here, and climb up.  A snake 
waits for you at the top.  Jump left off of the tree onto 
another vine.  Climb up this one.  Kill the monkey.  Jump 
onto the branch right of this one, and fall off it to the 
right.  You land on a branch with a jewel.  Seven more. 

Jump to the left here.  Watch out for the snake, and jump onto 
the vine.  Climb up it and jump to the branch to the right. 
Jump onto the U vine to the right.  Jump off it onto the normal 
vine.  Climb up, and run left.  Jump to the branch to the 
left and grab the jewel.  Six more. 

Go back right, and climb down the vine.  Swing off to the 
right.  Jump onto the branch right of this one, and fall 
right off of it.  Land on the cobra to kill it for a clock. 

Do a running jump right.  Grab the grapes and jump onto 
the branch right of here.  See the vine to the right of it? 
You want grab the vine, but notice the end of the branch is 
a falling branch.  Jump off the falling branch onto the vine. 

Climb up the vine and kill the monkey to your left.  Kill 
the bird and jump onto the vine to your left.  Climb up the 
vine.  Kill the bird here, and grab the jewel.  Five more. 

Climb up the vine here, and get the extra life.  Now do a 
running jump left.  Grab the jewel here.  Four more. 

Avoid the monkey (or kill it) and do a running jump back 
right.  Do a running jump right off this branch.  Hold onto 
the right button the whole time.  You land on a short branch 
with a flower.  Once you land on the branch, release your hold 
on the right button.  Jump onto the platform to your right 
(The higher one).  Jump onto the U vine above you.  Jump off 
it to the right onto a normal vine. 

Swing off this vine to the left.  Jump onto the branch to the 
left here.  Jump onto the vine here, and climb it up.  Get 
the jewel here.  Three more.  Jump onto the branch to the 
right.  Two more. 

Jump onto the U vines on the top of the screen.  Climb right 
across them.  Kill the monkey to your right for a shovel. 
Then jump off to the right.  Grab the shovel if you want to, 
and get the jewel.  One more. 

Fall down to the left here, at the tree trunk.  Press right so 
you are exactly to the right of the trunk (no more).  You land 
on a branch with the last jewel.  Get it to beat the level. 



003f-Level Six 
----------------------------------------------------------- 

Mowgli gets lost in the tree village as he continues his 
journey.  You need ten jewels here.  And FYI, there was no 
tree village in the movie. 

Go left down the branch here (avoid the flying squirrel), 
and enter the hut.  It sends you far right to another hut. 
Jump up to the right off the branch here to grab a U vine. 
Climb it all the way right, grab the normal vine, and drop 
down.

Beware of the flying squirrel here.  Go right, grab the 
extra life, and enter the tree.  It sends you up onto another 
branch.  You might want to start the flower here, but you 
probably don't need to.  Walk left and get the jewel.  Nine 
more.

Fall left off this branch.  Jump as soon as you hit the 
branch below because a hedgehog is rolling across this 
branch (this is rumored to be the origin of Sonic).  Go right 
and get the jewel.  Eight more. 

Climb down the normal vine here.  Avoid the flying squirrel 
and go left onto the U vines you were on earlier.  Climb them 
left and enter the hut.  You'll end up right where you 
started. 

Jump off this branch to the branch right of it.  Jump while 
going up this branch because Sonic will attack you again.  At 
the tip of this branch, jump up onto the U vine.  Swing 
left onto the normal vine (beware of the bird) and climb up. 
Grab the grapes if you need to and jump right onto the branch 
there (the U vines hang off this branch).  Avoid the flying 
squirrel and get the jewel.  Seven more. 

Jump off this branch to the right.  You'll land on a branch 
with a monkey.  Kill it for grapes.  Do a running jump right 
off this branch.  You land on a weird branch with a jewel. 
Get the jewel and do another running jump right.  Enter the 
hut, and you're taken to where you start.  Retrace your 
steps to branch with the monkey I mentioned in this paragraph. 
Fall off his branch to the left, and grab the clock and the 
jewel.  Five more. 

Enter the tree here.  You'll be taken higher up on the tree. 
Get the flower and jump off to the left.  You'll land on the 
branch you were on before.  Jump off it to the left, and 
climb up the vine. 

This is the branch that had grapes on it earlier.  Jump off 
it to the left onto another branch.  Go all the way to the 
left of this branch and fall down.  You land on a clock. 
Now jump onto the vine above you (beware of the falling 
part of the branch) and climb up. 

Sonic is once again trying to hit you here.  Jump up onto the 
vine right above you and climb up.  The branch that holds 
the vine also has a monkey.  Kill him for a mask. 



Jump off this branch onto a U vine.  Climb it right and jump 
off to the right.  Sonic and a flying squirrel are around 
here, so beware.  Just go right and climb up the vine there. 
On the branch above it is a lizard thing.  When it isn't 
there, climb up so you don't climb into it. 

Jump off this branch to the left.  Fall down off this branch 
to the right, but hold left.  You land on a branch under it 
(a branch with U vines).  Get the grapes and the jewel. 
Four more.

Jump off to the left to reach the Sonic/squirrel branch 
again.  Go up the vine, and jump off to the left.  Walk left 
up the branch, get the flower, and enter the hut.  You get 
sent left into another hut. 

Kill the monkey to the right here for the shovel.  If you 
don't want the shovel, either try to run right without 
getting hit or kill the monkey and jump over the shovel. 
At the end of this branch is a jewel.  Grab it.  Three more. 

Enter the hut here and you get sent a small distance below. 
Go right, and you'll run into Sonic.  You get to see him 
and he ends up being...an armadillo???  HUH??? 

Fall off this branch to the right.  Go left and get the jewel 
at the very edge.  Jump back onto the branch and enter the 
hut.  You get sent down to the left. 

Climb down the vine under the hut (press down and hold it 
for a better view of where the vine is).  Swing off it to 
the right.  Get the extra life and enter the hut.  You get 
sent far up to the right. 

This is the final run.  Do a running jump off this branch 
here.  While running off this branch, you get a jewel, and 
when you land, you get another jewel.  That's all of them! 

Wait...the level didn't finish.  That means...you have another 
boss to face.  Go right to meet it. 

The boss is a giant mask.  Three monkeys are hiding behind 
the mask.  They're the real boss of this level. 

The monkey mask has two moves.  In the first one, the boss 
moves left or right.  It won't hit you unless you're standing 
next to it during this move.  Plus, you can't hit it either. 

In the other move, the mask turns away from you.  You get to 
see the monkeys.  The monkeys then throw stuff at you.  Hit 
the monkeys while trying not to get hit.  Keep hitting them, 
and when the monkey mask's life (shown at the bottom) goes 
to zero, you beat the level. 

A good strategy is to stay as far left as possible.  Face 
right and shoot at the monkeys.  Only the monkey in the 
middle can hit you if you're in that position, so only look 
out for him.  Using this method, you'll break the monkey mask 
in no time. 



The monkey mask splits into thirds, one part for each monkey. 
Each monkey is hiding behind a part of a mask.  A monkey will 
turn the mask and throw stuff at you.  Since they do it one at 
a time, it's pretty easy to avoid being hit.  While a monkey 
is throwing stuff, try to hit it. 

A good strategy is to stay on the bottom branch.  Walk left 
and right to aovid being hit by the two monkeys above you, 
and concentrate on hitting the monkey on the bottom branch. 
He'll hit you, but don't worry, just keep hitting him. 
Eventually, he dies and leaves you some well-needed grapes. 

The other two monkeys, when the first monkey dies, do the same 
thing they did earlier, except now both of them are attacking 
at the same time.  Nice try, but now you go the grapes and 
your life is back to full. 

Jump onto the middle branch, and rapidly fire at the monkey 
here.  Don't move, except for shooting the monkey.  Sure, 
you get hit, but the monkey dies quickly.  Get the grapes 
and jump to the left to the third monkey.  Do what you did 
with the other two monkeys to kill it and go to the next 
level. 

003g-Level Seven 
----------------------------------------------------------- 

The mischevious monkeys kidnap Mowgli and take him to King 
Louie's domain.  You need fifteen jewels here. 

Go right and grab the jewel on the tree stump.  That was 
easy.  Almost TOO easy.  Fourteen more. 

Go left to where you started.  Climb down the vine here. 
Now climb up the slope (look out for the bees) and get the 
jewel.  Thirteen more. 

Slide left and fall down.  Slide right down the slope here. 
Climb down the vine and swing left.  You land on a falling 
branch, so jump left as soon as can.  Get the jewel.  Twelve 
more.

Jump right off this platform.  Now jump right off that 
platform.  Go right and get the flower.  Kill the monkey on 
the tree stump if you want to.  Go up the slope to your left. 
Look up at the peak, and grab the vine.  Climb up it, and do 
a running jump left off the platform here.  You'll miss a 
platform, but land on another one with a jewel.  Eleven 
more.

Fall down left back to the tree stump.  Do a running jump 
right off it onto another platform.  Get the jewel here. 
Ten more (gosh, this level is going by fast). 

Climb up the vine that the bees are guarding.  A scorpion 
is on this platform here.  Avoid it and climb up the vine 
above this platform (on the left).  Grab the jewel here. 
Nine more.



Do a running jump right.  You land on a platform with a closed 
door.  Climb up the slope right and jump right onto another 
slope.  Grab the jewel (eight more), and jump onto the upper 
slope.  Follow it right (avoid the scorpion) and jump onto 
the vine at the end. 

Climb up the vine.  Go right (avoid the scorpion).  Do a 
running jump right off this platform.  Go down the slope to 
the right and kill the monkey on the tree stump for a clock. 
Jump off the tree stump upwards to reach another platform 
with a jewel on it.  Seven more. 

Fall off this platform to the left.  Now fall off this 
platform to the left (don't move).  You'll land on the platform 
with a closed door.  Jump to the platform to the right.  Fall 
off it to the right.  Slide down this slope, and jump off to 
the right.  You'll land on a platform with an open door. 
Press up to enter the door.  Get the jewel here.  Six more. 

Fall down to the left.  You'll land on a platform with Sonic. 
Get the jewel on the right edge of this platform (five more), 
and the jewel on the left edge of the platform (four more). 
Also, get the clock on the stump, and the flower.  When 
you're done, jump off this platform to the left.  You land 
on the platform with the open door. 

Enter the door again.  Now, look up, and you'll see a vine. 
Climb up it.  A bird flies around here, and a scorpion 
walks on the ground.  Avoid them and grab the vine above you. 
Climb up it.  On the platform here, ther is a bird and an 
extra life.  Get the extra life. 

Climb up the vine above you.  A scorpion is around here, 
with a monkey.  Avoid them, and go right.  You won't get far, 
but you'll get another jewel.  Three more. 

You can kill the monkey for a shovel.  In any case, go left 
past the monkey.  Do a running jump left.  Slide a bit down 
the slope until you get the jewel.  Two more. 

Jump right and get on the slope that is going up and to the 
left.  Follow the slope left, and it starts heading down. 
Do a running jump left off of this slope (it's hard) onto a 
platform with grapes and a tree stump.  Get the jewel on the 
stump.  One more. 

Go left, staying on this platform.  Follow it left down the 
slope.  Jump off it to the left onto another slope (the end 
is a falling branch, so y'all better look out, ya hear?). 
Left past the falling branch is the last jewel.  Get it to 
beat the level. 

003h-Level Eight 
----------------------------------------------------------- 

Mowgli must find King Louie at the top of the ruined village. 
You only need one jewel for this level! 

Hey, this is a really simple level to make a guide for.  It's 
a somewhat hard level, but easy to make a guide for. 



This level is made up of falling branches, so if you stand on 
one for a while, it falls to the bottom.  Jump from branch 
to branch until you reach the top.  Easy to say, hard to do. 

So, after lots and lots of jumping, you'll make it to the 
platform at the top.  But wait...you need a jewel.  Run left. 

On the left part of this platform is a clock, some bananas, 
some grapes, a flower (get that unless you want to do the 
whole jumping thing all over in case you die), and the jewel. 
Get everything (including the jewel) and go back right. 

Well, this is an interesting fight.  King Louie starts off 
by playing jump rope, with his arms for a rope.  He does 
three attacks, two very similar.  The good part is that you 
can hit King Louie at any time. 

On one attack, he rolls a monkey at you.  Jump over the 
monkey to avoid being hit.  Since you're in the air, you can 
hit him easily. 

In the second and third attacks, he slams the ground.  When 
he slams the ground, two monkeys come down from the sky, and 
then roll at you.  In the last attack, a shovel comes down 
from the sky instead of a monkey. 

Just jump a lot to avoid being hit by the monkeys and rapidly 
fire to kill King Louie.  Shouldn't be a problem.  When you 
kill him, he sits down sadly (looks just like President Bush) 
and slowly disappears.  The vulture will come to get you. 

003i-Level Nine 
----------------------------------------------------------- 

Night falls and Mowgli's journey is nearing the end.  You 
need ten jewels for this level. 

This is a lot like previous levels.  The background is all 
black, and pretty much everything else is purple (I TOLD 
you the person who designed this game liked purple). 

To start off, you're on a platform with Sonic and a bat. 
Jump off it to the right.  Get the nuts, and jump off that 
platform to the right.  Get the jewel here.  Nine more.  Now 
go back to where you started. 

Climb up the vine above you.  On this branch are some bees 
and a jewel.  Eight more. 

Jump off to the left onto some U vines.  A bat flies around 
here (the bats are just like the birds).  Jump off the 
vines to the right.  Follow down the slope.  Two Sonics are 
going around here.  Go over them and climb the vine near 
here.

Scale the tree here.  The branch on the left (the highest one) 
has a falling branch near the edge.  Jump off it onto the 
vine.  Climb up it.  Jump off it to the left. 



Go left here and kill the purple snake for some grapes. 
Jump onto the U vines above and climb them left.  Jump off 
them to the left.  A scorpion is here. 

Scale the tree (only bad guy is a flying squirrel) until you 
reach the top.  Go left and get the jewel that the bees are 
guarding.  Seven more. 

Go right.  The rightmost part of this branch is a falling 
branch.  Jump off it onto a normal vine.  Swing across the 
vines onto a branch.  Fall through the gap between the two 
branches, and press left.  You land on a branch with a jewel 
and a bat.  Six more.  Kill the bat and jump to the left. 
You land on the platform with the scorpion again. 

Scale the tree again, and go across the vines again.  This 
time on the branch with the bees, jump right onto the branch 
to the right (the two branches are level).  Look out for 
the falling branch in the middle of this branch here.  Kill 
the monkey for a shovel. 

Go right across this branch.  Jump right onto the branch 
right of it.  Get the jewel.  Five more. 

The edge of this branch is a falling branch.  Do a running 
jump right onto a branch to the right (the left part of that 
branch is a falling branch.  Go right.  A flying squirrel is 
here, along with a jewel.  Four more. 

Jump off this branch to the right.  At the end of this branch 
is another falling branch.  Now kill the bat to prevent any 
mishaps, and jump to the vine to your right.  Climb up it 
to a branch with a scorpion.  Jump up and to the right of 
that branch onto a short branch with a jewel.  Three more. 

Fall down to the left of this branch and press right.  You 
land on a short branch with an extra life.  Now, you'll have 
to do the same thing again.  Fall off to the left and press 
right IMMEDIATELY.  If you don't, then you'll have to do a 
major back tracking.  If you do, you land on a platform with 
a jewel.  Two more. 

Fall left onto the ground here.  You land on a clock.  Go 
left up the slope, and then follow it down (there are two 
flying squirrels).  Fall off the slope left, and you land 
on a platform with a jewel.  One more. 

Jump right onto a platform with a mask.  Jump right from 
platform to platform until you reach the one with the 
last jewel. 

003j-Level Ten 
----------------------------------------------------------- 

Beyond the wasteland lies the man village, but Shere Khan 
waits ahead.  You need the standard ten jewels for this 
level. 

Boy, what a nasty looking level.  Fires are everywhere, and 
lightening (it can hit you) fills the sky.  Plus, everything 



is purple.  Standing in a fire for a short time kills you. 

Jump right over the fires (don't get hit by lightening). 
When you get to the bananas, there's a gap.  Look up to see 
a vine above the gap. Jump to the vine and climb up. 

A scorpion is up here (those things are nasty).  Jump left 
off the branch here onto another branch.  The tree is on fire. 
Jump left over the fire, and left over the falling branch. 
Get the jewel.  Nine more. 

Climb up the vine and avoid the bees.  Go right.  Jump over 
the fires and the falling branch to the mask.  Now jump to the 
vine (avoiding the bat).  Go right, avoiding the fire and 
the falling branch.  Jump onto the branch to the right. 

Jump onto the branch above you here.  Go left over the fire. 
Kill the bat and jump onto the branch to the left.  Kill 
the bat and jump over the fires (beware of a falling branch). 
Get the extra life. 

Now, stand on the falling branch, but hold onto left.  You 
land on a branch with a jewel.  Eight more. 

Go off the branch here.  You land in an area you were in 
before.  Go right, and up the vine.  Go right, and up the 
branch.  Go to the right of it, avoiding the fires and the 
falling branch.  Jump onto the branch above you here.  Avoid 
the scorpion, and jump right over the fire.  Get the jewel. 
Seven more. 

Jump left over the fire, and off the branch.  Don't land 
on the fire below.  Go to the left edge of the branch.  Fall 
down to the left, and press right.  You'll land on a branch 
with a jewel.  Six more. 

Fall down left to the base of the tree.  Jump left over the 
fire, but press right so you fall to the right of the edge of 
the cliff.

Go right and jump onto the lower cliff here.  Walk to the 
right edge of it.  Get the jewel you see here.  Five more. 

Jump onto the cliff above you.  At the bottom of the slope 
is a place where lightening strikes.  Avoid it while passing 
by to the right.  Jump over the fire pit to the safe ground. 
Above you here is another vine.  Jump to it and climb up. 
Get the jewel.  Four more. 

Climb back down the vine and go right over the fire pit. 
Keep going right until you reach the flower.  Now fall to the 
right, but press left so you land to the left of the edge. 
You can see a diamond between the fires.  Timing it so you 
don't get hit by the lightening, get the jewel and jump back 
left.  Three more. 

Jump onto the lower cliff to your left.  Jump up to where 
the flower is.  Above and to the left of the flower is a 
vine protected by a bat.  Climb up the vine.  Jump left over 
the fires.  Get the grapes and jump up onto the branch to your 



left.

Jump over the fire and get the clock.  Climb up the vine 
above you (look out for the bees).  Grab the jewel.  Two 
more.

Jump onto the branch to your right.  Grab the grapes, and 
jump onto the U vines to the right of the branch.  Climb the 
U vines right, and jump off them onto the normal vine.  Climb 
up the normal vine.  Go left across this branch and kill the 
snake for some grapes.  Climb up the vine that is above the 
snake. 

Go right across this branch (look out for a falling branch 
and the fires).  Near the end, you'll notice that Sonic falls 
from the sky and rolls right.  Using good timing, jump right 
off this branch while not being hit by Sonic. 

Two Sonics and a fire are on this branch.  Using good timing 
again, do a running jump as far right as you can off this branch. 
You land on a branch with a fire, grapes and a jewel.  One 
more.

Jump left over the fire, but press right so you land to the 
right of the edge of the branch.  You'll land to the right 
of a fire.  Get the clock and jump left over the fire. 
Continue left and jump over the second fire.  Get the jewel. 
That's all of them! 

Fall to the base of the tree here.  Look down.  Jump onto 
the platform to your right.  Do this three times to make 
Shere Khan wake up. 

Another boss fight!  Shere Khan will be tough, but you should 
expect that from the final boss.  He throws fire around all 
the time during the fight.  You can hit him at any time. 

Basically, Shere Khan will make platforms disappear.  On the 
first go, the highest platform is the only one that stays. 
On the second go, he makes some platforms appear.  Go onto 
the first one he makes appear, and just before it disappears, 
jump up.  You'll land on a platform that won't go away.  Then, 
he makes the same platforms appear/disappear in different 
orders. 

Using the above paragraph, you can jump from platform to 
platform and not die.  While jumping, shoot bananas at Shere 
Khan.  When he's near dead, some grapes will fall to you. 
Eventually, you kill him and get to see the ending.  It's 
rather lame, considering the effort put into beating this 
game.  But at least it follows the movie. 

Hope you liked the game.  This was a really long guide, 
wasn't it?  Twenty-seven pages. 

004-Game Genie Codes 
---------------------------------------------------------- 

Infinite lives, time, and weapons are undoubtedly useful. 
However, the only need two jewels for certain levels, 



can also be seen as more useful.  Why do they only have 
certain levels?  I think they exclude the levels with 
bosses in them (the jerks).  You should probably do 
infinite time, and the only need two gems. 

PAEGVGTA Start practice level with 1 life  
LAEGVGTA Start practice level with 3 lives  
PAEGVGTE Start practice level with 9 lives  
PAEGNGIA Start normal level with 1 life  
LAEGNGIA Start normal level with 3 lives  
PAEGNGIE Start normal level with 9 lives  
GZVEOSSE Infinite lives  
AAVEEYPA Infinite time  
IAVYZLAA Start with 5 of each weapon  
APVYZLAA Start with 10 of each weapon  
AZVYZLAA Start with 20 of each weapon  
ALVYZLAA Start with 30 of each weapon  
EPVYZLAA Start with 90 of each weapon  
PENEEIAA Infinite weapons  
ZEKKULAP +
SXXNLKOU Need 2 gems to finish levels 1, 3, 4, 7, 9  
GEKKULAP +
SXXNLKOU Need 4 gems to finish levels 1, 3, 4, 7, 9  
AEKKULAO +
SXXNLKOU Need 8 gems to finish levels 1, 3, 4, 7, 9 

005-Credits 
----------------------------------------------------------- 

This FAQ is copyright of The Lost Gamer, 2002.  If you want 
to use any part of this FAQ, ask me first (instructions under 
general information)

This document is copyright The Lost Gamer and hosted by VGM with permission.


